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Abstract

As Organic Photovoltaic (OPV) development matures, the demand grows for rapid characterisation of degradation and application of Quantitative Accelerated Life Tests (QALT) models to predict and improve reliability. To date, most accelerated testing on OPVs has been conducted using ISOS consensus standards. This paper identifies some of the problems in using and interpreting the results for predicting ageing based upon ISOS consensus standard test data. Design of Experiments (DOE) in conjunction with data from ISOS consensus standards are used as the basis for developing life test models for OPV modules. This is used to study their temperature-humidity and light-induced degradation, which enables failure rates during accelerated testing to be assessed against the typical outdoor operational conditions. The life test models are used to assess the relative severity of the ISOS standards and the impact of geographic and seasonal climatic changes on OPV degradation.
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1. Introduction

Organic Photovoltaics (OPVs) have matured as an energy harvesting and generation technology over the past 2 to 3 years, with the number of commercial products currently available [1,2]. Stability and accelerated testing remains a critical issue for researchers and industrialists alike. Normally Accelerated Life Testing (ALT) is needed at various stage of a product development cycle, for example, when identifying optimal material sets [3], providing relative comparisons of module stability [4] and also information on the products failure mechanisms [5]. However, as OPV’s are applied in more commercial applications there is a greater need in order to predict the expected life in outdoor operation. Longer term, companies trying to commercialise this technology would also need predictive ageing models in order to estimate warranty provisions. To date, the most commonly used strategies for relating outdoor degradation to indoor accelerated testing are the use of meta data analysis [6] and round robins experiments [7,8]. An alternative technique is to use life test models based upon quantitative accelerated to address lifetime and try to quantify the
degradation through the application of a mathematical model, which has been explored by Halliant [9,10] for light induced degradation.

Most ALT testing in the literature is based upon ISOS consensus standards, defined by Reese et al [11]. Apart from a few notable examples, testing tends to be done using small sample sets and single levels of stress or a maximum two stresses. ISOS consensus standards are qualitative tests and do not quantify the life characteristics of an OPV under normal operating conditions. However, they do provide some useful information into the types and degree of stress needed for subsequent quantitative test. The primary benefit of undertaking ISOS tests is to enable relative comparisons of OPV modules and initial assessment of failure mechanisms, so that stability can be fed back in order to eliminate the causes of failure in future designs [12,13].

In this paper, ISOS consensus standards are used as the basis for developing life test models for OPV modules, which enables failure rates during ALT to be assessed against the operational conditions and subsequent degradation that OPVs will experience under such outdoor conditions. To do this, large data sets are needed and therefore initial data for life test models has been extracted from previous large module testing undertaken by Corazza et al. [14] Where necessary, additional experiments have been conducted to improve the life test model and enable more accurate life prediction.

2. Experimental

2.1 Data acquisition

All testing was done using the ‘InfinityPV’ mini- module [15]. Indoor ALT data has been acquired by both the Danish Technical University (DTU) and Bangor University (BU). The initial PCE performance of the solar cells is listed in SI-2. In DTU, a thermal humidity chamber from Thermotron was used for all temperature and humidity (e.g. ISOS-D) testing. A QUV ‘Q-Sun’ test chamber or metal halide was used for all light degradation studies (i.e. ISOS-L-3 and ISOS-L-2, respectively). 3) In BU, a Weiss UK testing chamber was used for thermal humidity. For light degradation analysis, either sulphur plasma lamp or halogen light soaker was used (GB Sol ltd, Taffs Well, Wales, UK). The number of modules used for each test are stated in SI-1.

To fit life test models to ISOS standard testing data, either in-situ degradation data or ‘time to failure’ needs to be defined. For this paper we study degradation to 80% or 50% of the original maximum efficiency value (i.e. T80% or T50%).

2.2 Data analysis
All data acquisition was acquired automatically and quantified using a C++ program. Data was uploaded to an internal MS Access database with time stamping, module ID, test conditions and time to failure characterised. Data was analysed using a number of commercial reliability and statistical software packages. To summarise our procedure, a probability distribution function (PDF) was selected initially. In addition, a life time model was selected which most accurately modelled life degradation characteristics from literature. Both the PDF fitting parameters and life model fitting parameters were optimised using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), so that the best fit is obtained for the particular life model. Based upon the parameters extracted from the life model, the simulation of OPV stability can be conducted at the ‘operational’ stress, which is a reduced level to the accelerated conditions, but correlates to the conditions the OPV is likely to experience in the field. Operational stress was calculated using weather station data from a Davis Inc. ‘Vantage pro’ weather station and calibated silicon reference cell from IMT-solar GmbH located on the roof of the School of electronic engineering, Bangor University, Wales, UK (latitude and longitude of 53.2280N, 4.1280W, respectively), previously reported [16,17]. All data collection and analysis was done using in-house developed software, Minitab or Reliasoft.

For all data fitting in this paper, a 2-point Weibull PDF was used as shown in equation 1, where \( \beta \) is defined as the shape parameter, \( \eta \) is the scale parameter, \( t \) is the time and \( f(t) \) is the probability of failure.

\[
f(t) = \frac{\beta}{\eta} \left( \frac{t}{\eta} \right)^{\beta-1} e^{-\left( \frac{t}{\eta} \right)^\beta}
\]

Equation 1

To compare modelled data to the data obtained in outdoor experiments, a consistent definition of failures needed. For this work, we have used the life test model to calculate time for 63% of the population of OPV modules tested have declined a particular value [such as 80% of the original value (T80%) or 50% of the original value (T50%)]. This value is defined is often referred to as B(63%). By considering equation 1, when \( t = \eta \), the cumulative number of failures in the population, \( F(t) = 63\% \), so \( \eta \) is equivalent to B(63%).

To compare experimental to simulated, outdoor failure times are calculated from when approximately 63% of the modules have reached the failure time (e.g. T80% or T50%). To compare the regression line fitting, the correlation coefficient, \( \rho \) (Rho), has been obtained for all datasets to measure how well the linear correlation fits the data.
2.3 Datasets used for life test model fitting

2.3.1 Temperature-humidity analysis

For temperature humidity (T-H) analysis, four sets of data fitting was undertaken. Dataset 1-D consisted of DTU experiment previously reported in [14] using only ISOS consensus standard testing (ISOS D-1, -2 and -3). For this dataset multiple sample types are used, including spin coated small samples, samples from a Mini Roll Coater and R2R-processed modules. The initial distribution of performance of these are shown in SI-2. For Dataset 2-D, the aforementioned dataset is filtered so that only R2R modules were used for the data analysis. Dataset 3-D used all of the data from Dataset 2 but included an additional experiment undertaken at Bangor University where modules were subjected to an additional low temperature and high humidity test at 318K /85%. Finally, for Dataset 4-D, a (2^2) full factorial design was undertaken at Bangor University using the following conditions; 318K/65%, 318K/85%, 338K/65% and 338K/85%. During analysis, data from outdoor test 1 was fed back into the datasets for improved regression line fitting of the life test model.

2.3.2 Light degradation analysis

For light degradation analysis, five sets of data fitting were undertaken. Dataset 1-L consisted of DTU experiment previously reported in [14] using only ISOS consensus standard testing (ISOS D-2 and ISOS L-2, -3). Therefore, two different light levels were used for data fitting (0 sun and 1 Sun), and multiple sample types were used (spin coated, mini roll coated and R2R samples). For Dataset 2-L, the previous dataset is filtered so that only R2R modules were used for the data analysis. Dataset 3-L uses all data from Datasets 2-L and 4-L. For Dataset 4, four experiments were conducted with a variety of irradiance levels (2 Sun, 1 sun, 0.5 Sun and 0.25 Sun) and using a sulphur plasma lamp for module irradiation. Dataset 5-L was also conducted with a variety of irradiance levels (1 sun, 0.5 Sun and 0.25 Sun), but a using a halogen light soaker.

2.4 Model verification

In order to verify the life test models, outdoor module stability data has been acquired at Bangor University to compare stability of modules under real-life conditions to the stability simulated from a life test model. Four sets of outdoor data analysis have been used for this work using similar modules.

In order to study the effect of only temperature and humidity on the degradation, one set of OPV modules were placed outside but were covered with a steel sheet to prevent any light entering the OPV; therefore, the degradation should only be due to temperature and humidity affects (assuming
thermal cycle and condensation has a minimal effect). This test was conducted from January 2017, and is shown in table 1 as outdoor test number 1.

In addition, three outdoor tests were undertaken when no covering of the solar cell was undertaken, shown as outdoor test number 2,3 and 4 in table 1. Data is shown for the environmental conditions (irradiance, RH and temperature) during these tests for the time taken for each set of data to reach B(63%).

3. Results

3.1 Temperature-humidity analysis

For thermal humidity analysis, a modified Arrhenius equation was used for predicting life at operational conditions, as shown in equation 2 where life is shown as a function of temperature ($V$) and humidity ($H$) and $A$, $B$ and $\phi$ are all fitting parameters. For this analysis, the operational stress (i.e. temperature and humidity that the OPV experience in the field is 289K/76% (May average in Bangor, Wales, 2016)

$$L(V, H) = Ae^\frac{\phi}{V} + \frac{b}{H}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2}

$$AF = \frac{L_{USE}}{L_{Accelerated}} = \frac{Ae^{-\left(\frac{\phi}{V_O} + \frac{b}{H_O}\right)}}{Ae^{-\left(\frac{\phi}{V_A} + \frac{b}{H_A}\right)}} = e^{\phi\left(\frac{1}{V_O} - \frac{1}{V_A}\right) + b\left(\frac{1}{H_O} - \frac{1}{H_A}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3}

Based upon equation 2, life is function of two stress conditions, so life versus temperature and life versus Relative Humidity (RH) can be plotted on a logarithmic scale to show how varying temperature or humidity affects the life of the OPV, whilst the other variable is kept constant. This is shown in figure 1(a) and 1(b) for life model fittings from Dataset 4-D. During analysis, data from outdoor test 1 was also used to improve the regression line fitting of the life test model.

An important characteristic often assessed in life test models is the acceleration factor (AF), which shows the ratio of the OPVs life at the operational stress level to its life at an accelerated stress level and is defined in equation 3 where $V_O$ and $V_A$ is the temperature at operational stress and accelerated stress, respectively and $H_O$ and $H_A$ is the RH at ‘use’ stress and accelerated RH, respectively. Shown in figure 1(c) is AF versus temperature and AF versus RH, whilst the other stress is kept constant. It is interesting to see that at low levels of RH (when RH <40%), the AF is less than 0.1 and humidity therefore has a small effect upon the OPV degradation.
Shown in Table 2 is a summary of Weibull PDF and Life test model fitting parameters for Datasets 1-4-D. Shown are the fitted parameters for $\beta$ (the shape parameters in a Weibull 2-P PDF), $\eta$ (the scale parameters in a Weibull 2-P PDF) and $B$ and $\emptyset$, which are both fitting parameters for the life test model in Equation 2. An important conclusion from Table 2 is the fitting parameters are dependent on module type (e.g. comparing data 1-D & 2-D) and tester (2-D & 3/4-D). Therefore, there will be no ‘golden model’ that applies to all module types and even testing locations.

The fitting parameters provide valuable insight into the stability of OPVs. For all data, $\beta > 1$ and indicates that the failure rate of OPVs (e.g. failures per unit time), increases as time increases. This implies that the failures in the InfinityPV OPV modules are drive by ‘wear-out’ rather than suffering from early life failures. This is could be perceived positively as early life failures, tend to indicate that problems occurring during the manufacturing, or poor product design. However, as OPV modules are wearing out within a couple of hundred hours, the data implies OPV active materials and encapsulation strategies are intrinsically unstable. The other PDF fitting parameters is $\eta$, the scale parameter and as mentioned in section 2.2, the value of $\eta$ enables direct comparison between experimental data in Table 1 and predicted life from the life test models. From experimental data, (obtained May-July 2016 and shown in Table 1), $\eta = 480$ hours and therefore the value of the simulated value of $\eta$ from dataset 2-3- and 4-D match experimental values within a factor of 2.

It is difficult to conclude which is the ‘best’ dataset for data fitting of the Temperature-Humidity model. The fitted parameters for Dataset 2-3- and 4-D provide the closest simulated lifetime experimentally obtained outdoor data, by comparing the value of simulated to experimental values of $\eta$ in Table 2. However, Dataset 2-D doesn’t show life is particularly sensitive to variations in temperature or RH (when considering the ratios of $B/H$ and $\emptyset/V$. The fitted data from Dataset 4-D overestimates the value of $\eta$. However, this can be viewed positively because the life should be overestimated at this point. This is because the model only considers degradation due to temperature-humidity effects, but the degradation observed in the OPV modules in Table 1 (test 1) include other factors that such as thermal changes and condensation. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the fitted values for Dataset 4-D represent conservative, but realistic fitted value for the temperature-humidity model.

Finally, inspection of the $\emptyset$ enables a comparison of the effect that temperature has on the life, and $B$ a measure of the effect that RH has on the life. By inspection of the ratios $\emptyset/V$ and $B/H$, insight into the greater susceptibility of an OPV to either temperature and humidity degradation can be deduced. If one ratio is lower, the corresponding stress has a lower impact on the life of an OPV. Using Dataset 1-D (ISOS standard testing), it can be seen that just increasing temperature has limited...
effect on lifetime of an OPV (\(\frac{\Omega}{V} \ll \frac{b}{H}\)). However, this conclusion appears misleading and is likely to be as result of a poorly designed experiment, as there is no low temperature and high humidity test undertaken in Dataset 1- or 2-D. If additional data is added to the analysis (at the stress level 289K/85%), as in the case of Dataset 3-D, it is evident that temperature that plays the bigger role in causing the degradation. This probably indicates the failure mechanisms caused by humidity, are themselves accelerated by the temperature.

### 3.2 Light degradation analysis using the Inverse Power law (IPL)

The inverse power law (IPL) model is commonly used for non-thermal accelerated stresses (such as light) and is given by equation 4, where \(K\) and \(n\) are fitting parameters and \(I\) is the irradiance in mW/cm\(^2\). Five datasets were used for fitting to the IPL model in equation 4 and the data is shown in Table 3. It is worth noting that three different light sources were used for these tests; Dataset 1-L and 2-L used QUV test chambers, Dataset 3-L and 4-L used a sulphur plasma lamp light soaker and Dataset 5 used a halogen light soaker. As such, the spectrum varied as a function of test.

Shown in figure 2 is the life versus irradiance level for Dataset 5-L. As expected, it is clear that higher irradiances lead to shorter lifetimes. Figure 2 shows the AF as a function of irradiance level and a sub-linear relationship is evident. This is supported by Table 3, where the fitting parameter, \(n < 1\) (for all datasets), which shows that AF has a sub-linear variation with irradiance level. This result is particular significant result for those undertake high concentrated light experiments, as it is evident for increasing light levels, the degradation has a lesser and lesser impact on light induced degradation.

When comparing the value of simulated \(\eta\) (table 3 - calculated from irradiance levels in June 2014) versus experimental, it is clear that Dataset 5-L provides the closest match. This was undertaken with a halogen light soaker, which possesses low spectral irradiation in the UV region, but it’s possible this spectral light source provides the closest match to the outdoor conditions expected in Bangor, which experiences a low UV index due to the high latitude and high proportion of diffuse irradiation. The worst match is derived from the sulphur plasma lamp (Dataset 4-L), which aggressively degrades modules due to the high temperatures, resulting in a significant under prediction of outdoor stability.

Using the fitting parameters from dataset 5-L, further model verification can be achieved by using the other outdoor tests described in table 1 and is summarised in table 4. In addition to dataset 5-L, dataset 6 contains the fitting parameters for the time taken for the life of the modules to reach T50%. For data obtained in 2014 – 2015, the simulated data from the IPL law predicts the
experimental value of $\eta$ to within 20% accuracy. The modules measured June 2016 exhibit a quicker degradation to T80%, followed by a stable period of operation between T80% and T50%, so the simulated data does not predict the ageing at later times quite so accurately.

$$L(I) = \frac{1}{KI^n} \quad \text{Equation 4}$$

$$A_F = \frac{L_{USE}}{L_{Accelerated}} = \frac{1}{\frac{KI^n}{I^n}} = \left(\frac{I_A}{I_O}\right)^n \quad \text{Equation 5}$$

### 3.3 Light degradation analysis using the Temperature-Light (TL) model

One of the limitations of the light soaking tests for predictive ageing is that data is normally obtained at elevated temperature (typically 55°C), so the data obtained in section 3.2 is a convolution of light and temperature. When temperature and a second stress (i.e. light) are the accelerated stresses of a test, then a modified Eyring model can be applied as a life test mode, as shown in equation 6, and is referred to as the Temperature-Light (TL) relationship can be applied, with the acceleration factor defined in equation 7. In equation 6 and 7, the values $C$, $D$ and $n$ are fitting parameters and $V$ and $I$ are the variables, Temperature (in K) and Irradiance (in W/m²), respectively. To undertake this analysis, a $(2^2)$ full factorial design was undertaken using the following conditions; 0.25 Sun/318K, 0.25 Sun/338K, 0.5 Sun/318K and 0.5 Sun/338K. Shown in Table 5 are the fitting parameters of the TL model, which have been calculated using failure times of both T80% and T50%.

The results for the TL model also shown in table 4. When comparing to the outdoor measurement campaigns, the TL model seems to provide a worse prediction of T80% and T50% times than the simulated data from the IPL model. However, it provides a much more reasoned approach to light induced degradation analysis and could be a better alternative for predicting degradation in different climates, where ambient temperatures are more likely to fluctuate than in the UK.

$$L(I, V) = \frac{C}{I^n e^{-\frac{D}{V}}} \quad \text{Equation 6}$$

$$A_F = \frac{L_{USE}}{L_{Accelerated}} = \frac{I_A^n}{I_O^n} e^{D(V_O - V_A)} \quad \text{Equation 7}$$

### 4. Analysis using the life test models
4.1 Assessment of the severity of ISOS standard testing

The data obtained in section 3 can be used to assess relative severity of ISOS consensus standards. Table 6 shows the AF for the ISOS D- and L consensus standards. Based on each ISOS test, hours to simulate 1 calendar year outdoor degradation was calculated based on median weather data during June 2014 in Bangor, North Wales.

Considering the ISOS D- data first of all; ISOS D-1 shows an $AF < 1$, indicating that testing under this condition should reduce the degradation relative to outdoor degradation, which is not surprising as this test is referred to as a ‘shelf life’ test. However, by increasing the temperature (ISOS D-2) and the temperature and humidity (ISOS D-3), the AF exceeds one, indicating increased degradation relative to the degradation expected during outdoor testing. ISOS D-3 testing shows an AF of 12, and indicates that $\approx 717$ hours under these conditions will accelerate the degradation enough to simulate 1 year of outdoor testing. The calculations of ISOS L- tests were conducted TL model. In both the ISOS-L-2 and ISOS-L-3 tests, the AF was 16 and 25 when compared to environmental conditions in June 2014 in Bangor, North Wales, respectively. Based upon these values, test hours to simulate a full year outdoor performance shown in table 6.

In practice, the OPVs will not experience steady values of temperature, humidity or light, and exposure to the highest rated values is limited in time with daily and seasonal variations. Testing to meet the higher values of test hours would provide additional margin for the translation of the test results to one year of operational conditions.

4.2 Comparison of relative stability of modules in different climates

Based on the reliability calculations, it is clear that temperature, humidity and light are main drivers of OPV aging. As a broad assessment the IPL and temperature-humidity model can be combined by considering the equations for the AF as described in equations 3 and 5, as shown in equation 8. The main assumption in doing this is that light and temperature humidity each of these stresses induce different degradation mechanisms and these are independent of each other. Whilst this assumption potentially has some flaws, it does provide a mechanism to enable comparison of OPV degradation in different climatic conditions by using the fitting parameters as defined tables 2 and 3 for dataset 4 and 5, respectively

$$AF = e^{\theta \left( \frac{V_o}{V_A} \right)^{1-h} \left( \frac{P_o}{P_A} \right) \left( \frac{I_o}{I_A} \right)^n}$$ Equation 8

Shown in table 7 is the experimentally calculated values of time for 63% of the modules to have reached T80% in different climates, relative to the degradation observed in Bangor, Wales, UK in
June 2014. Data for Madrid, Rio de Janeiro and wintertime in Bangor was calculated from historic weather data. In the case of Madrid, in spite of the higher temperatures and irradiance levels, due to the lower RH, the $AF < 1$; indicating that the degradation in Madrid should be lower than that of Bangor. OPVs are also predicted to be more stable in wintertime in Bangor; due to the lower temperature and irradiance during wintertime, the $AF < 1$. Measured experimental data obtained from outdoor testing is supportive of this claim, providing some confidence in this approach for predicting stability in different climates.

4.3 Consideration of how climatic conditions affect annual degradation rates

The life test models can be used to assess how seasonal changes in environmental conditions affect the solar cell degradation. Shown in figure 3 is the changes in average daily temperature, RH and irradiance over a calendar year in Bangor, Wales. The UK is an oceanic climate and experiences relatively cool summers and cool winters and a relatively narrow annual temperature range and few extremes of temperature. Average irradiance levels are low in wintertime due to the short days and a factor 4-5x greater in Summertime. By contrast, the RH is greatest in wintertime, due to the high precipitation levels.

Shown in figure 3 is how light-temperature and temperature-RH models predict degradation over the course of the year, based upon time to reach T80%. The changes in degradation as a result of temperature-RH changes over the course of the year is relatively low, and can be equated to the relatively narrow range of temperature and RH changes over the course of the year. By contrast, significant variation in light degradation is observed from the TL model as a function of month. Based upon the data in figure 3, it is reasonable to assume that during winter, degradation in OPV modules is driven by humidity-related effects such as corrosion. By contrast, in summertime, the degradation of modules seems to be driven primarily by light related effects, but humidity-related degradation continues to play a significant role. As a result of the data in figure 3, it is also reasonable to conclude that degradation of modules in wintertime will be less than in summertime.

Conclusion

The application of life test models to ALT data for OPV modules has been reported. Life test models relate degradation at an elevated stress level to that of the much lower level. The relationship between operational life and temperature-humidity and temperature-light has been modelled and simulated data has been compared against experimental data. The life tests models have been used
for reviewing the severity of existing standard ISOS test protocols and predicting relative stability of modules in different climates and seasons. It is worth considering the limitations of this work and where future work should be concentrated. Outdoor conditions are constantly changing so no PV will experience different stresses and different levels of stress depending upon the time of day, month and year. Therefore, time varying stress and multi-stress analysis are needed for more accurate and bespoke model development.

**Thermal cycling** is likely to have an impact upon long-term stability of OPVs. This stress factor should be considered more comprehensively when the stability of OPVs increases beyond 1 year and more accurate predictive ageing of OPV modules is required. Over the relatively short lifetime of these modules, it is unlikely to have a significant impact. Data shown in SI-3 to show how thermal changes in a test chamber affect the stability of OPV modules (in accordance with ISOS-T3). Compared to light and humidity-induced degradation, it appears to have a relatively minor effect. However, more detailed study is required to accurately assess this degradation and relate this to outdoor ageing experiments.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outdoor test number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Median irradiance (kW/m²)</th>
<th>Median Relative Humidity (%)</th>
<th>Median Temperature (K)</th>
<th>B(63%)(hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (dark)</td>
<td>Jan 2017</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>282K</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>July 2013</td>
<td>0.277 (0.281)</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>291K</td>
<td>352 (428)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>0.260 (0.260)</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>288K</td>
<td>368 (703)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>0.217 (0.243)</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>289K</td>
<td>228 (732)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Experimental data obtained from outdoor testing at Bangor University. Median irradiance, relative humidity and temperature over the testing period are shown and time taken for 63% of modules to reach the point of failure time are shown [B(63%)]. For the latter, failure time is defined as T80% or (in brackets) T50%. Note: The B(63%) times for test 2-4 were calculated excluding non-daylight hours, so assumes only light-induced degradation of modules. B(63%) times are equivalent and can be compared to η in the Weibull 2-P PDF listed in equation 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 1-D (all DTU data)</th>
<th>Dataset 2-D (just R2R DTU data)</th>
<th>Dataset 3-D (DTU R2R +45/85 data)</th>
<th>Dataset 4-D (BU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>2785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ/V</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>9.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/H</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fitted parameters obtained using mean likelihood estimation (MLE) for Dataset 1-4D for temperature-humidity analysis. β is defined as the shape parameter, η the scale parameter from the Weibull 2-p probability distribution in equation 1. The values of A, B and Φ are the fitting parameters from the temperature-humidity model in equation 2. The correlation coefficient, ρ, is shown to compare the ‘fit’ of the linear regression model for each dataset.
Table 3: Fitted parameters obtained using mean likelihood estimation (MLE) for Dataset 1-5L for light degradation analysis. $\beta$ is defined as the shape parameter, $\eta$ the scale parameter from the Weibull $2-p$ probability distribution in equation 1. The values of $n$ is a fitting parameters from the inverse power law (IPL) model in equation 4. The correlation coefficient, $\rho$, is shown to compare the ‘fit’ of the linear regression model for each dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test run</th>
<th>Median irradiance to T80%</th>
<th>Experimental $\eta$ – T80%</th>
<th>Simulated $\eta$ – T80%</th>
<th>Median irradiance to T50%</th>
<th>Experimental $\eta$ – T50%</th>
<th>Simulated $\eta$ – T50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inverse Power law (IPL)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>0.277 Sun</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>397 (+12%)</td>
<td>0.281 Sun</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>500 (+16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2015</td>
<td>0.260 Sun</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>418 (+13%)</td>
<td>0.260 Sun</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>527 (+5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>0.217 Sun</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>483 (+115%)</td>
<td>0.243 Sun</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>552 (-35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temperature-Light (TL) model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>0.277 Sun</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>424 (+20%)</td>
<td>0.281 Sun</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>652 (+52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2015</td>
<td>0.260 Sun</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>442 (+20%)</td>
<td>0.260 Sun</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>703 (+40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>0.217 Sun</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>498 (+118%)</td>
<td>0.243 Sun</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>732 (-13%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: A comparison of experimental values of versus simulated values of $\eta$ can be calculated for the three outdoor measurement campaign at T80% and T50% for the Inverse Power law (IPL) and Temperature Light (TL) model. For the IPL, dataset 5 and 6 was used for the fitting parameters (see table 3). With exception to June 2016, T80% simulation, or values of $\eta$ are predicted to within 35%. For the TL, whilst the relative prediction is slightly worse than the IPL model, the model provides a more robust technique for predicting light induced degradation at normal operational temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>T80%</th>
<th>T50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.6e-5</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: fitting parameters for the Temperature-Light (TL) relationship using the Weibull 2-p PDF. The values C, D and $n$ are fitting parameters for equations 6 and 7. Fitting parameters obtained for module degradation to T80% and T50%. The correlation coefficient, $\rho$, is shown to compare the ‘fit’ of the linear regression model for each dataset.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test name</th>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Relative Humidity (%)</th>
<th>Irradiance (kW/m²)</th>
<th>AF</th>
<th>Test hours needed for 1 year outdoor simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISOS-D-1</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>19393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOS-D-2</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOS-D-3</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOS-L-2</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.70</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOS-L-3</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6: Acceleration factors (AF) for ISOS-D and ISOS-L tests based upon the temperature-humidity model and temperature-light model, respectively. Included are the test hours required to simulate 1-year outdoor performance in Bangor, Wales using each ISOS test.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Mean temperature (K)</th>
<th>Mean RH (%)</th>
<th>Mean Irradiance (kW/m²)</th>
<th>AF</th>
<th>T80% (measured or simulated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangor, Gwynedd (June, 2014)</td>
<td>289K</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>41 days (measured)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrid (June)</td>
<td>294K</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>53 days (simulated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio de Janiero (June)</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>19 days (simulated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor, Gwynedd (Jan, 2015)</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>52 days (measured)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71 days (simulated)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7: simulated ageing of modules in different environmental conditions, relative the degradation measured in Bangor (June 2014). Module lifetime is simulated to be greater in wintertime due to lower irradiance, which is supported by experimental data*
**Figure 1**: Regression line fitting for Dataset 3-D of the expected time of the solar cell to reach T80% as a function of (a) relative humidity (%) and (b) temperature (K). Included in (a) and (b) are the fitted probability distribution functions for each stress level. The Acceleration Factor (AF) as a function of temperature and RH humidity is shown in (c).
Figure 2: Regression line fitting of the (a) expected time for the OPV to reach to T80% as a function of irradiance level and (b) acceleration factor as a function of irradiance level for Dataset 4-L. Included in (a) are the fitted probability distribution functions for each stress level.
Figure 3: (a) Mean temperature, relative humidity (RH) and in-plane irradiance for Bangor, Gwynedd, UK over a full calendar year and (b) Impact on expected life to T80% as a function of calendar month as predicted by the temperature-humidity (TH) model and Temperature-light (TL) model.